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This paper is the theoretical and conceptual discussion of the role of human capital in the 




. The paper intends to find a consensus on three 
aspects: the definition, the role, and geography of human capital. 
The role of human capital is considered of utmost importance for regional development and 
economic growth. Most of research done about this issue is based on the case studies of prosperous 
regions with the prosperous economies and administratively central regions within the country. 
Such studies raise the “chicken” or “egg” dilemma; i.e. whether prosperous regions economically 
grow because they can attract the human capital or whether human capital is attracted to the 
prosperous regions because of the availability of jobs, resources and amnesties in such regions. 
Even if both statements might be true, how one should interpret them in the context of regions that 
are not prosperous and not nationally central
3, i.e. what happens to “chicken” if there is no “egg.”  
Main objective of this paper is to gather academic knowledge about the human capital and its role 
on the development of peripheral cross-border regions.  The peripheral cross-border regions suffer 
from the limited resources that can be national or international investments, employment 
opportunities, higher educational and competence development possibilities. Therefore, such 
                                                 
1
 Cross-border regions are defined as the regions that have national administrative borders. 
2
 ”Region” in this paper is defined as ”An administrative district of a city or country” 
(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/region) 
3
 For simplicity of writing, instead of “not prosperous and not nationally central”, the term ”peripheral” is applied in the 
rest of the paper. 
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regions experience economic and demographic decline and challenges to provide sufficient career 
opportunities, services and amenities to attract the human capital and to sustain them in the region. 
This paper intends to discuss the theoretical and conceptual aspects of the human capital within the 
economics and economic geography disciplines and intends to answer the following questions: 
- How to define the human capital in the peripheral cross-border regions; 
- How does the human capital affect the development and economic growth of the peripheral 
cross-border regions; 
- How to attract and sustain them in the region. 
 
The main goal of this theoretical and conceptual discussion paper is to find a consensus in the 
definition of human capital. Furthermore, to gather the knowledge on how human capital affects the 
regions, where the possibilities for development and growth are comparably scarce and 
administratively complex (as it can be in the cases of ‘peripheral cross-border regions’). 
This paper intends to contribute by creating the theoretical framework that can be used for 
conducting further qualitative and quantitative research on the effects of human capital in the 
peripheral cross-border regions. Such studies will be devoted to provide the ‘know-how’ to these 
types of regions, in order to help them to survive the economic and demographic scarcities and be 
able to find its advantages for growth in the global competition. 
